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Analysis of radiatively stable entanglement in a system of two dipole-interacting
three-level atoms

I. V. Bargatin, B. A. Grishanin, and V. N. Zadkov
International Laser Center and Department of Physics, M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow 119899, Russ

~Received 29 November 1999; published 7 April 2000!

We explore the possibilities of creating radiatively stable entangled states of two three-level dipole-
interacting atoms in aL configuration by means of laser biharmonic continuous driving or pulses. We propose
three schemes for generation of entangled states which involve only the lower states of theL system, not
vulnerable to radiative decay. Two of them employ coherent dynamics to achieve entanglement in the system,
whereas the third one uses optical pumping, i.e., an essentially incoherent process.

PACS number~s!: 03.67.2a, 32.80.Qk, 03.65.Bz
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I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of quantum entanglement, one of the m
intriguing properties of multipartite quantum systems@1#,
has been intensively exploited over the last decade in c
nection with quantum information processing. It has be
shown that the use of entangled states opens new horizo
such practical fields as cryptography@2#, computing@3#, in-
formation transmission@4#, and precision measurement@5#.
However, all of these applications become possible only w
a reliable source of entanglement. Traditionally, entang
particles have been generated in the down-conversion
linear process@6,7#, but this method is in some cases disa
vantageous due to the speedy nature of the produced
ticles ~photons! and the intrinsic randomness of the
appearance times. That is why efforts are now being mad
find ways for controlled production of entangled states
less volatile massive particles@8#. During the last few years
various methods for creation of entangled states of ato
ranging from continuous observation of radiative dec
@9,10# to controlled cold collisions@11#, have been propose
and some of them experimentally demonstrated@12,13#.

Though the resonant dipole-dipole interaction~RDDI!
was suggested for realization of entangling dynamics
early as 1995@14#, it was only recently that several autho
@15–17# investigated this interaction in more detail as
method for entangling neutral atoms in optical traps~neutral
atom realizations benefit from the fact that neutral atoms
less sensitive to stray EM fields—a major source of decoh
ence in ions@18#!. While the authors of Ref.@15# offered
qualitative arguments for realization of this idea in dipo
traps@19#, Refs.@16#, @17# considered quantitative models o
creation of maximally entangled states of two-level atom
Unfortunately, such entangled states of two-level atoms h
short lifetimes due to radiative decay. Obviously, since
diative decay and the RDDI have the same physical nat
we cannot avoid the former while making use of the latter
this paper we solve this conceptual problem by presen
methods for creation of radiatively stable entanglement i
system of dipole-interacting three-level atoms. Though
model considered here is still far from representing the r
situations ~see @20# for details of a possible experiment
realization!, it offers insights into how the RDDI can be use
to entangle real, multilevel atoms.
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II. THE MODEL

Extending the model described in@16#, we consider here
two identical three-level atoms in aL configuration~Fig. 1!
fixed at a distanceR. The dipole transitionsu1&↔u3& and
u2&↔u3& of both atoms are driven by two near-resonant la
fields. Taking the two limiting cases, we consider only tw
types of geometry: when the laser fields are either perp
dicular or parallel to the radius vectorRW connecting the at-
oms ~these geometries are shown in Fig. 2 and identified
symmetric and antisymmetric, respectively!. Within the in-
teraction picture and rotating wave approximation, the e
lution of the system interacting with the laser fields is go
erned by the following master equation@21#:

]r̂

]t
52

i

\
@Ĥeff ,r̂ #1 (

i , j ,k51,2

gk3
~ i j !

2
~2ŝ3k

~ i !r̂ŝk3
~ j !

2 r̂ŝ3k
~ i !ŝk3

~ j !2ŝ3k
~ i !ŝk3

~ j !r̂ !, ~1!

where the upper indicesi and j number the atoms, the lowe
onesk3 and 3k (k51,2) refer to dipole transitions of the
atoms, andskl

( i ) denotes the Heisenberg transition operat
from level uk& to level ul& within the i th atom. Relaxation
effects in the system are characterized by the single-a
decay rates,gk35gk3

(11)5gk3
(22) , which correspond to the con

ventional radiative decay into free space, and the photon

FIG. 1. The level structure of an isolated three-level atom in aL
configuration. The dipole transitionsu1&↔u2& and u2&↔u3& are
driven by two laser fields, which are detuned byd13 and d23, re-
spectively. Dotted lines show radiative decay channels and t
corresponding rates.
©2000 The American Physical Society05-1
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change rates,gk3
(12)5gk3

(21) , which describe collective relax
ation, a well-known companion of the RDDI. The effectiv
HamiltonianĤeff includes interaction with the laser field an
the RDDI coupling on both transitions:

Ĥeff5\ (
i ,k51,2

S dk3n̂k
~ i !1

Vk3
~ i !

2
ŝk3

~ i !1xk3ŝk3
~1!ŝ3k

~2!1H.c.D ,

~2!

wheren̂k
( i ) stands for the population operator of the leveluk&

in the i th atom,dk3 are the detunings of the laser field fr
quencies from the corresponding transitionsuk&↔u3& of an
isolated atom,Vk3

( i ) is the Rabi frequency of the laser fie
acting on theuk&↔u3& transition of thei th atom, andxk3 is
the RDDI coupling strength on theuk&↔u3& transition.
Throughout the rest of this paper we will consider the case
wide homogeneous laser beams, so that the Rabi freque
acting on the two atoms may differ in phase but not in m
nitude,uVk3

(1)u5uVk3
(2)u.

Normalizing the RDDI parametersxk3 , gk3
(12) , andgk3

(21)

by the decay rate of an isolated atom,gk3 , we introduce the
dimensionless parameters

gk35gk3
~12!/gk35gk3

~21!/gk3 , f k35xk3 /gk3 , ~3!

which are given by the following expressions@21#:

f k35F~wk3!5
3

2 S coswk3

wk3
3 1

sinwk3

wk3
2 2

coswk3

wk3
D

3@eW1•eW22~eW1•eWR!~eW2•eWR!#23S coswk3

wk3
3 1

sinwk3

wk3
2 D

3@~eW1•eWR!~eW2•eWR!#,
~4!

gk35G~wk3!5
3

2 S sinwk3

wk3
1

coswk3

wk3
2 2

sinwk3

wk3
3 D

3@eW1•eW22~eW1•eWR!~eW2•eWR!#13S sinwk3

wk3
3 2

coswk3

wk3
2 D

3@~eW1•eWR!~eW2•eWR!#,

whereeW i ( i 51,2) is the unit vector in the direction of th
dipole moment matrix element of the corresponding tran
tion uk&↔u3& of the i th atom,eWR is the unit vector in the

FIG. 2. Geometry of the model with directions of laser bea
for the ‘‘symmetric’’ and ‘‘antisymmetric’’ laser beams.
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direction ofRW , andwk35kk3R is the dimensionless distanc
between the atoms~kk35vk3 /c is the wave number assoc
ated with the transitionuk&↔u3& of an isolated atom!.
Throughout the following discussion we will assume, for t
sake of simplicity, that the dipole moments are real, collin
with each other, and perpendicular to the radius vectoRW
~other dipole moment orientations lead to qualitatively t
same results!.

In the case of two-level atoms, the simplest description
the system dynamics is offered by the basis of the Dic
states, which is formed by the doubly excited stateuCe&
5ue&1ue&2 , the ground stateuCg&5ug&1ug&2 , and the two
singly excited maximally entangled states—the symme
uCs&5(1/&)(ug&1ue&21ue&1ug&2) and the antisymmetric
one uCa&5(1/&)(ug&1ue&22ue&1ug&2) @the corresponding
energy diagram is shown in Fig. 3~a!#. For the case of three
level atoms considered here it is useful to introduce sim
generalizations of the Dicke states. The role of the grou
and doubly excited Dicke states is then played by the th
tensor product statesukk&5uk&1uk&2 ,k51,2,3, while the
symmetric and antisymmetric Dicke states now are rep
sented by the three symmetric and three antisymmetric m
mally entangled statesuskl&5(1/&)(uk&1u l &21uk&1u l &2) and
uakl&5(1/&)(uk&1u l &22uk&1u l &2), k,l 51,2,3,k, l. The cor-
responding energy diagram is shown in Fig. 3~b!. Note that
in both two- and three-level models the energy levels can
grouped according to their type of symmetry: the une
tangled statesukk&5uk&1uk&2 , as well as the statesuskl&
5(1/&)(uk&1u l &21uk&1u l &2), can be said to belong to on
type of symmetry~symmetric with respect to the atom inte
change!, and the statesuakl5(1/&)(uk&1u l &21uk&1u l &2) to
another ~antisymmetric with respect to the atom inte
change!. The transitions between these levels can then
classified as symmetry preserving and symmetry break
respectively. It is easy to show that, due to the form of
transition matrix elements, the symmetry-preserving tran
tions are sensitive only to the sum of the Rabi frequenc
Vk3

(1)1Vk3
(2) , acting on the atoms, and the symmetr

breaking transitions only to their difference,Vk3
(1)2Vk3

(2) .
In the following, we also assume that the system is i

tially stored in theu11& state, which can easily be achieved b
conventional optical pumping methods@22#.

s

FIG. 3. ~a! Energy levels of two dipole-interacting two-leve
atoms ~Dicke states!. The two maximally entangled Dicke state
uCa& and uCs& are split by the RDDI coupling strengthx. Also
shown in the figure are the radiative decay channels with the
responding decay rates.~b! The same for two dipole-interactingL
systems. Shown are the doublets, formed by symmetric and
symmetric Dicke-like states, and the laser-induced transitions
duced by the two components of the biharmonic driving.
5-2
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ANALYSIS OF RADIATIVELY STABLE ENTANGLEMENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 052305
III. COHERENT ENTANGLING PROCESSES

A. Resonant Raman pulses

In our previous paper@16# we have shown that the max
mally entangled Dicke statesuCsu or uCa& of two two-level
atoms can be efficiently populated at small interatomic d
tances simply by applying an appropriately tailored la
pulse. Assuming that initially the entire population of th
system is concentrated in the ground stateuCg&, this pulse
should be tuned into resonance with a transition to only
of these maximally entangled states. Then, by applyin
p-pulse analog, a significant part of the population of t
system can be transferred to one of these states, thereby
ating entanglement in the system. We have also shown
the entanglement fidelity, defined as the population of
corresponding maximally entangled state, can be made a
trarily close to unity as the interatomic distanceR goes to
zero.

In this paper we propose ways to create stable entan
ment in a system of two three-level atoms. To be radiativ
stable, the created entangled states should involve only
lower levels u1& and u2& of the original L system of each
atom, as only these states are not vulnerable to radia
decay. Therefore, our goal here will be to achieve the ma
mum possible population of one of the maximally entang
statesua12& or us12& @see Fig. 3~b!#. The most straightforward
way to do this is to extend the results of the two-level mo
to the three-level one, considered here, by using reso
Raman pulses. By the latter we mean a sequence of
coherentp pulses, the first of which transfers the populati
to one of the maximally entangled states involving the init
lower level of theL system and some quickly decaying u
per lying ‘‘transit’’ level, while the second one transfers th
entire population of the ‘‘transit’’ level to another radiative
stable lower level of theL system, thus removing the radia
tive instability of the entanglement.

In the considered system of two dipole-interacting thr
level atoms, the role of the intermediate ‘‘transit’’ state c
be played by the above-mentioned levelsua13& or us13& ~one
should not forget that the system is initially in the stateu11&!.
During the first step, the pulse resonant, for example, w
the u11&↔us13& transition transfers the population to th
maximally entangled stateus13&; the second step creates th
radiatively stable maximally entangled stateus12& by appli-
cation of the symmetry-preservingp pulse resonant with the
us13&↔us12& transition. In fact, it is the symmetry preserv
tion rules that prevent population from going into theua13&
state in a transition that is also resonant with the sec
pulse.

For both pulses to be resonant, the parameters of the
field should be chosen in the following way:

ak350, dk35x13/2, uVk3
~ i !u!ux13u, ~5!

whereak3 is the phase difference between the Rabi frequ
cies acting on the two atoms,Vk3

(1)5Vk3
(2) exp(iak3) ~consid-

ering laser beams formed by traveling waves,ak3 varies
from zero for the symmetric geometry towk3 for the anti-
symmetric one, and takes all the intermediate values
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other types of laser field geometry!. The parameters given b
Eq. ~5! correspond therefore to the case when both lasers
used in the symmetric geometry, the ‘‘transit’’ state isus13&,
and the final radiatively stable maximally entangled state
us12&. Other types of geometries and laser parameter sets
obviously be chosen when using the other intermediate s
ua13& and/or creating the other radiatively stable maxima
entangled stateua12&. For example, to create theua12& state,
one can use the following set of parameters:

a135w13, a2350, dk352x13/2, uVk3
~ i !u!ux13u.

~6!

The phase differencesak3 in this case correspond to on
of the laser beams being used in the antisymmetric geome
and the other in the symmetric one. Note that, when us
antisymmetric geometry at small interatomic distances (wk3
!1), most of the laser power is ‘‘wasted’’ sinc
only a fraction of it contributes to the correspondin
transition matrix elementz^11uĤeff /\ua13&z5uV13

(1)2V13
(2)u/2

5uV13
( i )usin(w13/2)!uV13

(i)u, and actually induces transition
u11&↔ua13&.

While a simple estimate of the resulting fidelity of cr
ation of the maximally entangled state is offered by a pro
uct of the fidelities of each step of the resonant Raman p
cess ~which were calculated in@16# within the two-level
atom model!, rigorous results can be obtained only by e
plicit solution of the corresponding master equation. Due
the high dimensionality of the master equation~1!, this cal-
culation is rather demanding computationally, and was
included in the present treatment.

B. Stimulated Raman adiabatic passage

Another coherent method for creation of maximally e
tangled states is based on the stimulated Raman adia
passage~STIRAP! technique@23#, a well-known alternative
to Raman pulses. The STIRAP method uses adiabatic
lowing of the system state after the slowly changing para
eters of the laser field, which are chosen to form a so-ca
counterintuitive pulse sequence. The STIRAP technique b
efits from extremely low probabilities of losing coheren
due to radiative decay of the intermediate states, and
already been proposed for use in entanglement-related p
lems @24#. In our case, efficient transfer of the populatio
from the stateu11& to the stateua12& or us12& may be deterred
by existence of several intermediate states@25#. However, as
we show below, efficient transfer is still possible for appr
priately chosen laser pulse parameters.

To realize STIRAP in our system we need to choose
frequencies and geometries of the two constituent la
pulses in a way that would leave active~i.e., resonant and
having strong transition amplitudes due to the use of
corresponding geometries; see Sec. II! only two transitions in
the whole system. An appropriate choice is given by

a1350, a235p, dk35x13/2, max
t

uVk3
~ i !u5V0!ux13u,

~7!
5-3
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FIG. 4. ~a! Population of the maximally entangled stateua12& after adiabatic passage versus the pulse area for different values o
RDDI parameterf 5 f 135x13/g13. ~b! The same for the optimal value of the laser pulses area,V0tp , versus the interatomic distancew13.
In both graphs we assume equal decay rates of the two channels of the originalL system,g135g23.
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whereV0 stands for the amplitude of the corresponding co
stituents of the counterintuitive laser pulse sequence.
condition a235p, which is very important as it prevent
leakage of population into other levels, can easily be reali
by using two laser beams in antisymmetric geometry, wh
form a standing wave with one of the nodes situated exa
in the middle of the vectorRW connecting the two atoms@17#.
In this case only two transitions,u11&↔us13& and
us13&↔ua13&, are active, and the adiabatic passage result
transfer of the total population to the radiatively stable st
ua13&.

We have numerically calculated the final population~fi-
delity! of the stateua12& after the STIRAP procedure by ex
plicit solution of the corresponding Schro¨dinger equation
with the Hamiltonian given by Eq.~2!. The two laser field
pulses had the same Gaussian form and were delayed
respect to each other by their length@23#, and the rest of the
parameters were given by Eq.~7!. For determinacy, the
length of the pulses was chosen to be equal to one-tent
the lifetime of the excited levelu3& of the originalL system,
tp50.1/(g131g23). The final population of the levelua12& is
shown in Fig. 4~a! as a function of the pulse Rabi frequen
amplitudeV0 for different values of the RDDI splitting pa
rameterf 13. As one can see from the figure, for sufficient
high RDDI splittings~i.e., for sufficiently small atomic sepa
rations! the fidelity first grows with increasingV0 , reaching
saturation atV0tp'5, which corresponds to the adiabatici
condition on the pulse area@23#. Then, after some point, th
final inequality in Eq.~7! is no longer fulfilled and the effi-
ciency of the process degrades due to nonresonant excit
05230
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of other levels caused by power broadening. For the sa
reasons, the fidelity does not reach unity at any values ofV0
for low RDDI splittings ~large interatomic separations!. In
Fig. 4~b! we show the overall fidelity of the STIRAP metho
for optimized values of the Rabi frequency amplitude as
function of the interatomic distancew13.

As we ignore relaxation processes in this model~a com-
mon practice for STIRAP simulations!, one should beware o
relaxation-induced errors. However, these errors assume
nificant values only for the case of long pulses,tp>1/(g13
1g23), and low overall STIRAP process fidelity, i.e., situ
tions that are not of great concern to us here.

IV. AN INCOHERENT ENTANGLING PROCESS:
OPTICAL PUMPING

An interesting alternative to the coherent methods can
offered by optical pumping schemes where the station
state of the system corresponds to one of the maximally
tangled states. In this situation, the population of the sys
is pumped into the entangled state after asymptotically la
time periods.

Consider the following choice of the laser field param
eters:

ak350, dk35x13/2, uVk3u!uxk3u. ~8!

Neglecting nonresonant excitation at small interatomic d
tances, only a few transitions remain resonant and have
corresponding geometry. These active transitions are sh
in Fig. 5~a! ~the upper stateu33& is omitted in the figure, as it
d
nt
FIG. 5. Energy-level diagram and transitions for two variants, symmetric~a! and antisymmetric~b!, of the optical pumping scheme. Soli
lines indicate laser-induced transitions with the corresponding phase differencesa between two atoms. Dotted lines show the significa
decay channels with the corresponding decay rates. The negligibly populated upper stateu33& is omitted in both figures.
5-4
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FIG. 6. Population of the maximally entangled stateua12& in the stationary solution of the master equation as a function of the interat
distancew13, for different values of the Rabi frequenciesuVk3

( i )u5V, i, k51, 2 and the two discussed geometries, symmetric~a! and
antisymmetric~b!.
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is only negligibly excited at small interatomic distanc
@16#!. As seen from the figure, the maximally entangled st
ua12& is not included in the chain formed by the laser-induc
transitions; however, it is still populated as a result of t
decay of the upper-lying levels, as shown by the dotted li
in the same figure. As the stateua12& is stable with respect to
both the laser-induced transitions and radiative decay, a
the population will eventually be pumped into this state. O
should note, though, that as the interatomic distance goe
zero, the symmetry-breaking decay rates decrease, w
leads to a corresponding increase of the required pum
time. If we choose another configuration that uses antis
metric standing-wave geometry of the laser beams@Fig.
5~b!#,

ak35p, dk352xk3/2, uVk3u!uxk3u, ~9!

the increase of the pumping time is still brought on by t
decrease of efficiency of the symmetry-breaking las
induced transitions at small distances since the corresp
ing transfer matrix elements are proportional touVk3

(1)

2Vk3
(2)u;sin(wk3/2).

Strictly speaking, the above arguments hold only in
case when the RDDI coupling constantsxk3 on different
transitions are equal~possibly up to an error on the order o
gk3!. This condition is satisfied, for example, when the tw
lower levels of the originalL system are sublevels of th
same atomic level. However, even when the RDDI coupl
on two transitions differs considerably, the present treatm
is still applicable provided that one uses four lasers inst
of two to satisfy all of the resonance conditions for tran
tions shown in Fig. 5. In contrast to the methods presente
the previous sections, it is also very important to avoid
high degree of mutual coherence of the components of
biharmonic laser pumping, as otherwise the population
each atom will be trapped in a corresponding dark state@26#.

To prove the foregoing arguments, we have numerica
calculated the stationary states of the master equation~1!
with the laser pumping parameters given by Eqs.~8! and~9!.
In order to disrupt trapping of the populations of the tw
atoms in the single-atom dark states, we introduced a
tional elastic dephasing of the lower level transiti
u1&↔u2& in both atoms, which can be easily realized by t
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relative jitter of the two pumping laser frequencies. Assu
ing that this elastic dephasing is characterized by the
G12, the corresponding relaxation superoperator, wh
should be plugged into the master equation~1!, has the form

Ljitterr̂5G12 (
i , j 51,2

~2sz
~ i !r̂sz

~ j !2 r̂ŝz
~ i !ŝz

~ j !2ŝz
~ i !ŝz

~ j !r̂ !,

~10!

where sz
( i )5n1

( i )2n22
( i ) is the lower level population differ-

ence operator in thei th atom. For simulations we used
realistic valueG1250.01g, where we again assume for sim
plicity g5g135g23. The results of the numerical calcula
tions of the steady state population of the levelua12& for
different values of laser pumping Rabi frequenciesV ~in our
calculations they are equal for all transitions and atom
uVk3

( i )u5V,i ,k51,2! are presented in Fig. 6 as a function
the interatomic distancew13 for the two geometries dis
cussed. As seen from the graphs, the fidelity of the entan
ment produced first monotonically decreases with increas
Rabi frequency, and then strongly degrades when the m
nitude of the Rabi frequency approaches that of the RD
splitting due to power-broadening-induced nonresonant e
tation. The graphs forV50.001g in Fig. 6, therefore, de-
cently represent the overall fidelity of the optical pumpi
method. For low Rabi frequency amplitudes, the antisy
metric geometry clearly shows better results and achie
fidelity of 0.8 at w13'1, which is much better than the fi
delities achieved by other methods at such distances.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered three methods for creation of ra
tively stable entanglement in a system of two dipo
interacting three-level atoms in aL configuration. It was
shown that the radiatively stable maximally entangled sta
ua12& and us12&, which involve only the lower levels of the
original L system, can be efficiently populated at small i
teratomic distances by employing coherent or incoher
methods.

The first of the coherent methods, which employs re
nant Raman pulses for transfer of population~first to a radia-
tively unstable maximally entangled state and then to a sta
5-5
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maximally entangled state!, makes use of specific resonan
conditions and symmetry-preservation rules. The second
herent method, which utilizes a STIRAP process, reali
adiabatic transfer of the population of the system into
final state coinciding with one of the radiatively stable ma
mally entangled states. The STIRAP method, however,
quires the use of standing waves to avoid leakage of po
lation into unentangled states.

As a rather surprising result, we have also shown t
entanglement can be deterministically created as a resu
an incoherent process@27#, optical pumping in our case. Cre
ating a laser field configuration where one of the maxima
entangled states,ua12& or us12&, is not included in the chain o
laser-induced transitions, we achieve high populations of
state at asymptotically large times due to radiative decay
that state. An important restriction for realization of the o
tical pumping method is that one has to avoid high mut
coherence of the pumping laser beams, but this restric
becomes an advantage when realizing the proposed sch
experimentally as it is usually easier to provide an incoher
pumping than a coherent one.

For two of the proposed methods~STIRAP and optical
pumping!, the fidelity of the created approximations of th
in
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maximally entangled states was calculated, and it sho
qualitatively the same dependence on the interatomic
tance R as in the previously considered two-level ato
model @16#. The fidelity of 0.8~a good benchmark for Bel
inequality violations! is achieved in all of the considere
methods at interatomic separations between one-fifteenth
one-sixth of the wavelengths of the working transitions.

In conclusion, we have shown that radiatively stab
maximally entangled states can be created in a system of
dipole-interacting atoms under conditions that can be exp
mentally implemented, for example, in optical lattic
@15,20#. The general form of the RDDI operator also su
gests that simple analogs of the proposed methods ca
employed in other physical systems, such as quantum do
semiconductors@27,28# or cavity QED systems@24,29# ~or,
indeed, a combination of the latter two@30#!.
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